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XL - MULTIMEDIA - MODUL

Aerial: A GMS-aerial unit and the pre-equipment for a WLAN net have already 
been installed.

Satellite: The SAT-reception of audio-/video- and data signals is just as possible 
as rapid Internet accesses and streaming transmissions.

Energy Supply: A current distribution with an exterior connection of 400 Volt 
(32A/CEE) and/or 230 Volt enables a flexible application. Upon request, there is 
also the possibility of a self-supporting supply via an electric generator.

Visualization: Through a cost-saving alternate-frame system on the sides and 
at the rear part of the module, nearly the entire module can be used as an 
advertising medium. With the digital-print special foil it is possible to advertise 
for your company even when travelling. We store it between the events, and 
install it free of cost at the next occasion.

Flags: In an often unintelligible environment at fairs, two up to 7-metre high 
flagstaffs provide a clear orientation.

Colour: The basic colour of the module is silver-metal (RAL MAN 9036) – 
supplemented by your own advertisement on the outer surfaces.

Dimensions: The outer length of the XL-Multi-Media Module is approx. 7.70 
metres, the width is approx. 2.55 metres, in the region of the stairs approx. 3.50 
metres. The height is 4 metres, lowered (at ground level) scarcely 3 metres. We 
are able to inform you about the length of the towing vehicle upon request.

Weight: According to the equipment, the module weighs approx. 3 to 4 tons. To 
this must be added the weight of the towing vehicle of approx. 3 tons.

Installation Time: Normally, the installation time is between 25 and 50 
minutes.

Stand-by: For several operations – even at different locations – we offer 
favourable stand-by rents for your individually equipped module. This solution 
enables fast and reasonably-priced operations at any time.

Term of Rent: The minimum rental period is one day. For a longer term of rent 
at a fixed location without towing vehicle, we offer favourable conditions.

World-Wide: On principle, our modules are employable throughout Europe. 
For operations outside Europe, please ask for individual offers.

Light Weight: Several small modules can be moved easier as compared to the 
large systems, and take into consideration the weight limits at many well-
frequented places.

Combination: We dispose of several modules which altogether provide a 
useful area of more than 170 square metres. They can be combined without any 
restrictions, and can be installed in T-, L- ore U- shape.

Transport: Upon request, your exhibits and goods can be carried along in a 
transport module which is installed on the towing vehicle (approx. 10 cubic 
metres).

Selection: All marks of trucks can be used.

Decoration: We dispose of a large stock of fixed and variable furnishing- and 
decoration objects witch we provide you with upon request.

Service: In cooperation with the advertising division and agencies, we offer 
comprehensive assistance, e.g. when searching for a location, with the catering 
or the hostess service.

Perfect for Distinct Presentations 
with a High Multimedia Portion.
Equipment: The equipment includes a lighting device, ventilation technique 
and heating. Upon request an air-conditioning unit is also available.

Ascent: The module is reached via a handrail protected staircase and a small 
projected platform. In the lowered version, it can also be entered without any 
problem by persons with a walking impediment.

Spacial Feeling: The whole interior is in yellow and blue coloration and is 
fitted with modern carpets which are friendly to allergic persons. An individual 
coloration is possible. Three generously designed windows protected by blinds 
and a large interior mirror provide a spacious and friendly atmosphere.

Furnishing: The furnishing includes two fixed table- and chair combinations 
each which are arranged on the left and on the right for 5 PC-workplaces each 
per side – i.e. 10 workplaces altogether. In the rear area there is also an option 
for a sitting comer for four persons. In addition, four table constructions, e.g. for 
a printer, scanner or notebook are available.

Deposit Space: Various possibilities for depositing brochures are available in 
the desks and as wallholders.

Catering: In the front area, the mini-kitchen offers a sink with fresh- and 
waste-water tank, a refrigerator, a micro-wave and a coffee-/tea machine.

Control: The module is provided with a Europe-wide locating system. So you 
are able to order an online live-tracking via the Internet at fixed time intervals.

Network: A modern CAT5/T5/6-network cabling enables the connection of up 
to ten PC`s and/or printers and other IT-devices.

Individuality: We will configure the IT-equipment according to your needs.

Audio: There is a powerful audio unit in the ceiling area. There is also the 
possibility of exterior connections of loudspeakers.

Video: The application of a beamer for data- or video presentations has been 
prepared.


